Xsite System
®

Explore new dimensions.
The Xsite system takes a great idea (frame and tile) and gives it a

whole new

dimension—literally.
First of all, Xsite tiles can be placed with more freedom than ordinary tiles. Opposite
sides of the same structure can have different aesthetics and functions. And the
tiles fit together snugly, so the look is
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virtually seamless.

Product specifications: Tackable acoustic tiles: Hanabi Ocean; Xsite Traxx, trim, Footprint worksurfaces and storage: Antique White; Overhead storage: Lunar profile with translucent fronts;
Undersurface storage: Eclipse profile, Cushioned top pedestals with Structure Marble; Seating: Xtreme, Structure Marble and Bingo, Honey.

Next, Xsite components are horizontally supported, thanks to the patented Xsite TRAXX
®

system. That means

®

100% off-modularity. So worksurfaces, storage, and structure

directional changes can happen anywhere, and be altered with ease.
Xsite’s structure adjusts in 3" width increments. So the system fits any space, no matter
what its architectural features. This

scalable structure lets you create spaces in the

sizes and shapes you need.
Finally, Xsite’s 3" deep structure accommodates unique Xsite performance

tiles, turning

otherwise wasted space into file holders, display areas, and hideaways for storage.
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Discover horizontal support.
Until now, furniture systems were based on static, one-piece frames, joined vertically ...
vertical connections that dictated component and worksurface placement.
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Product specifications: Tackable acoustic tiles: Repetition Willow; Xsite Traxx, Footprint worksurfaces and overhead storage: Antique White; Overhead storage: Lunar profile with
translucent fronts; Undersurface storage: Dark Chocolate, Flat profile with Arc pull, Cushioned top pedestal with Confetti Chocolate; Seating: Xtreme, Sophisticates Endive.

But Xsite uses Traxx, the Kimball Office patented horizontal mounting system. This means

total off-modularity, designed right into the system. Traxx allows you to plan freely, with
no placement obstructions and no restrictions.
There are virtually

no vertical interruptions between tiles. So, besides freedom
of placement, you get superior fit and finish. Tiles align almost seamlessly.
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New freedom for tiles.
Unlike most systems, Xsite lets you place tiles

independent of the structure.

Give one side a private office look, and mix tile sizes, surfaces, and functions on the other side.
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Product specifications: Tackable acoustic tiles: Vibrations Jute; Xsite Traxx, trim, Slat and Storage tiles: Cinder; Footprint worksurfaces and overhead storage: Antique White, Lunar profile with
translucent front (left), Flat profile (right); Cushioned top pedestals: Sandstone, Pollack Puff Daddy Black Sheep, Eclipse profile (left), Flat profile with Arc pull (right.)

Product specifications: Wood tiles: Espresso Walnut; Tackable acoustic tiles: Repetition Java; Embossed metal tiles, Xsite Traxx and trim: Platinum Metallic.
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Place components
anywhere.
Worksurfaces, storage, tiles, and power and data access can be placed independent of
the structure, to suit the user and

boost performance. And Xsite can be combined

with other Kimball Office products, such as Traxx Presentation Tools, to create great meeting
and collaboration spaces.

Choose from these aesthetic tiles: Tackable acoustic fabric, glass, perforated
or embossed metal, wood, laminate, and paint ...
... not to mention Xsite’s
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unique performance tiles.

Product specifications: Tackable acoustic tiles: Repetition Honeycomb and Times Square Blackened Copper; Wood tiles: Caramel Maple; Marker Board tile: Antique White;
Xsite Traxx and trim: Cinder; Table: Aspire, Elliptical, Caramel Maple; Seating: Acapella, Spiral Persimmon, Espresso.

Product specifications: Tackable acoustic tiles: Linen Copper; Xsite Traxx, Trim and Footprint storage: Platinum Metallic; Undersurface Footprint storage:
Flat front with Arc pull; Overhead: Curved profile with Perforated front; Footprint worksurface: Chamois; Cushioned top pedestal: Platinum Metallic,
Flat profile with Arc pull, Shenanigans Mischevious; Seating: Skye, Heritage Avocado.
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Product specifications: Tackable acoustic tiles: Champagne Bubbly and Linen Copper; Paint tile: Bisque; Wood tiles: Espresso Walnut; Xsite Traxx, Trim and Embossed Metal tiles:
Platinum Metallic; 3-high, 5-high and 7-high structures shown; Seating: Arpeggio, Bittersweet Tussah and Symphony Coffee, Espresso.
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3" is big news.
You can

adjust the structure in 3" increments. So planning around architectural

features, like columns and stairwells, becomes easy.
Designed to

adapt almost infinitely, Xsite is the system you won’t outgrow.

2-high C stacking segment
for increasing enclosure and
creating hi-lo conditions

1-high end stacking segment for
increasing enclosure and creating
hi-lo conditions

Top spanner
Mid-structure
support brace

C used to
start a run

I used to
continue
a run

Xsite Traxx provides
support for tiles,
components and
return walls anywhere

Mid-structure
support
Bottom spanner

24-36" or 36-48"

2-way turn used
to change direction
(2, 3, and 4-way)
3-inch increments

Spanner connects
C’s, I’s and Turns and
allows 3" adjustment
from 24-36" and
36-48" widths

There are minimal structural parts: C, I, Spanner, Universal Turn, and Xsite Traxx.
These simple units combine to build the Xsite

structure; to turn corners; to accept

stacking segments; to hold tiles in place; and to support worksurfaces and storage ...
all with minimal mechanical fasteners. Because of its unique ability to adjust in width,
Xsite

lets you expand

the structure for a 6' x 6' workstation up to an 8' x 8' in

3'' increments, with no additional parts.
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Product specifications: Tackable acoustic tiles: Linen Thunder; Xsite Traxx, Trim and Arc pulls: Platinum Metallic; Wood tiles, Footprint worksurfaces and storage; Espresso Walnut;
Overhead storage: Linear-vertical glass; Evoke perforated metal modesty panel; Seating: Skye, Indulgence Tuxedo, Platinum Metallic and Acapella, Structure Brick, Espresso.

install it easily, and change it when you want—without being
overwhelmed with inventory. That’s especially handy for organizations that rearrange
work areas often. Xsite is non-progressive, so you can remove components and
Build what you need,

disassemble the structure of one station without disturbing adjacent work areas.
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Product specifications: Wood tiles: Amber Cherry; Tackable acoustic tiles: Saturn Spa; Xsite Traxx
and Trim: Graphite; Footprint overhead storage: Square profile, Amber Cherry and Lunar Profile,
Graphite; Footprint Worksurfaces: Amber Cherry and Antique White.

Scale the heights.
Of course Xsite is

height-adjustable. Start with a base structure that’s

2-high (30"), 3-high (42"), 4-high (55"), or 5-high (68").

7-high = 93"H

6-high = 80"H

5-high = 68"H

4-high = 55"H

3-high = 42"H

2-high = 30"H
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For added privacy or variation

in heights, add a 1-high stacking segment

to go to 80", or a 2-high to go to 93".

Product specifications: Tackable acoustic tiles: Linen Copper; Xsite Traxx, Trim, and Footprint storage: Platinum Metallic; Footprint worksurfaces: Chamois; Footprint undersurface
storage: Flat profile with Arc pull; Overhead: Curved profile with Perforated front; Seating: Skye, Indulgence Mocha, Platinum Metallic and Associate, Structure Cornice, Espresso.
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Claim inner space.
As you’ve seen, Xsite tiles come in an

unmatched array of sizes, colors,

textures, and materials.
Better yet, unique performance tiles make

practical use of space inside

the structure.

■

Storage tiles accommodate CD holders, file pockets,
web kits, and tip-out drawers

■

Web kits hold books and magazines

■

Tip-out drawers store up to 2" of paperwork

■

CD holder will hold 12 CDs

■

File pockets hang from Slat or Storage tiles, Xsite Traxx, or
fit into file drawers
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■

Slat tiles increase utility and keep work tools close at hand

■

Marker boards keep notes in view

Product specifications: Wood tile: Harvest Maple; Tackable acoustic tiles: Repetition Cornflower; Perforated metal tile, Slat tiles, Performance tiles, Xsite Traxx and trim,
Work tools: Platinum Metallic; Marker board tile: Frosty White.

Product specifications: Tackable acoustic tiles: Rendezvous Gravel Grey; Performance tiles, Slat tile, Work Tools: Platinum Metallic; Footprint overhead
storage: Storm, Curved profile with Perforated front; Footprint worksurface: Titanium Evolve, Amber Cherry rim; Lateral file: Graphite, Eclipse profile;
Seating: Skye, Indulgence Tuxedo, Platinum Metallic.
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Product specifications: Tackable acoustic tiles: Repetition Cornflower; Xsite Traxx and trim: Cinder; Footprint undersurface storage: Graphite, Flat profile with Full pull;
Footprint overhead storage: Graphite, Lunar profile with translucent fronts; Footprint worksurfaces: Cloud; Seating: Xtreme stools, Woven Metals Steel.
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Make good connections.
Xsite

expands your options in power and data, too.
■

Connect to building power through the floor, ceiling, or wall
Route data cables through the top of the structure

■

Access power and data at the base of the structure—or at the 2-, 3-, 4- or 5-high segment,

■

with power/data tiles
■
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Two 10-wire power options provide shared neutral or independent neutral capabilities

Power/data tiles can be
placed wherever needed.
They accommodate any
combination of four power
outlets and data ports.
Top channel lay-in
accommodates data cables,
which can be routed throughout
Xsite’s open structure. That
makes it easy to access and
change your cabling.

Product specifications: Tackable acoustic tiles: Vibrations Camel; Xsite Traxx: Platinum Metallic; Footprint worksurfaces: Natural Maple;
Seating: Skye, Indulgence Mocha, Platinum Metallic and Acapella, Structure Adobe, Natural.
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Fit any image.
Dressed up or down,

Xsite plays well

in any interior—and with other members of

the Kimball Office family.
Get the choices you need to achieve

the look, feel, and functions that are right
for you. Xsite system. Explore new dimensions.
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Product specifications: Wood tiles: Vienna Cherry; Tackable acoustic tiles: Linen Thunder; Xsite Traxx, trim and Footprint Storage: Platinum Metallic; Overhead storage: Curved profile;
Undersurface storage: Flat profile with Arc pull; Footprint Worksurfaces: Vienna Cherry; Seating: Skye, Platinum Metallic; Seating and Pedestal cushion fabric: Sophisticates Champagne.
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To view all the options and finishes available on Xsite, ask your
Kimball Office representative to render it in e-magine, our planning,
specification and visualization software. For your planning convenience,
the arrangements found in this brochure are available as preconfigured
typicals in e-magine.
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